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so the BCH code is better than the RS code. Note however that the
increase in the number of potential users per slot does have a price:
The increase in the code length n’ = w (and, therefore, in the frame
length N and in the number 0 = w / 2 of successful packets per slot)
increases the decoding complexity per slot, since the erasure-decoding
algorithm of the other shortened RS code is super linear in w (it is
quadratic in w for most standard erasure-decoding algorithms).
Example: Consider the numerical Example 5 in [l]. Take p =
13, IC = 4. The following table illustrates the parameters of the
protocol sequence sets for RS and BCH codes, resp.:
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A Note on Distributed Estimation and Sufficiency
R. Viswanathan

Abstmct-h relation to distributed parameter estimation, the notion of
local and global sufficient statistics is introduced. It is shown that when
a sufficiency condition is satisfied by the pmbability distribution of a
random sample, a global sufficient statistic is obtainable as a function of
local sufficient statistics. Several standard distributions satisfy the said
sufficiency condition.

Index Tenns-Estimation, sufficiency, fusion of estimates.
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I. INTRODUCTION

In distributed estimation, inferences about a parameter are to
be made based on partial information. A typical situation is the
following. Several partial (local) data sets are available and separate
inferences based on local data sets, such as local estimates or
sufficient statistics pertaining to local data, are used to obtain an
overall assessment of the parameter. If all the local data are available
together, then the problem is one of classical estimation [l]. In
distributed detection and estimation, some interesting and counter
intuitive results are possible [2], [6]. Here, only those probability
distributions that admit sufficient statistics are considered [11. The
utility of the sufficient statistic is that it is of reduced dimension
as compared to the dimension of the data and that it achieves this
reduction without any loss of information, because it carries all
the relevant information that the data has, regarding the parameter.
(The whole data is trivially sufficient, but this has no dimensionality
reduction. Hence, it is assumed that those distributions that admit only
the trivial sufficient statistic do not possess any sufficient statistic).
In this discussion it is assumed that conditioned on the parameter,
the data samples are statistically independent. In the next section
we have some preliminaries that define the terminologies. In Section
111, we pose the question: Given several local sufficient statistics
and a global sufficient statistic pertaining to the whole data, does a
function of local sufficient statistics exist such that this function is the
global sufficient statistic? A sufficient condition on the probability
distribution assures the existence of such a function. Also, several
standard distributions are shown to satisfy this condition.
11. PRELIMINARIES
Consider the problem of estimating a parameter 0 using the observations 2 1 , 2 2 , . . . ,Z N . In the context of distributed processing,
the whole data can be called global data and any proper subset
of the global set local data. Whenever several local data sets are
considered, we assume them to be mutually exclusive and collectively
exhaustive. Hence, the conditional distribution of the global data
given the parameter 0 and the prior distribution of 0 provide a
complete characterization of the estimation problem. Any sufficient
statistic [l] that pertains to the whole data will be called a global
sufficient statistic. A sufficient statistic that pertains to local data
will be called a local sufficient statistic. One could similarly define
local and global likelihood functions, local estimates, and global
estimates. The definition of local and global sufficiency given here
is different from the one used by Barankin and Katz [7]. In [7],
the variation of the dimensionality of a sufficient statistic as the
sample (11, 22,. . . ,Z N ) ranges over Euclidean N-space, leads to
the definition of local and global sufficient statistics.

111. LClCAL AND GLOBALSUFFICIENCY
Using the terminology of distributed sensor processing [2], [3],
let us consider a group of n sensors, with the ith sensor receiving
observations { Z , l , Zt2, . . ,Z,,, }, for i = 1, 2, . ,TZ. Let G denote
the global data set {&, i = 1, 2,.
n, j = 1, 2 , . ,n,} and
let each Z,, be independent and identically distributed with either
a probability mass function f ( z 1 e), when the observations are
discrete, or with a probability density function f ( z I a), when
the observations are continuous. Here 0 denotes a one-dimensional
parameter defined on an appropriate parametric space. For the sake
of notational convenience, f(-)is used to denote both the marginal
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and the joint distributions. From the context it will be clear as to
which distribution is being referred.
L e m m a l : If f ( z 1 0) is such that
f ( z r k I e), for any
positive integer nr,possesses a single dimensional sufficient statistic
E, then {YI , YZ,. . . ,Yn } are jointly sufficient for 0, corresponding
to the global function

n;;,

n

f ( G 10) =

rI

n,

f(2"k

I 0).

(1)

r=l k=l

The proof is obtained from the following observation. Since local
sufficient statistics {Yt } exist by assumption, the application of the
factorization theorem [l], [4] implies that f(G I 0) is a product of
a function independent of 0, and a function depending on {E, i =
1, 2,. . ,n } and 0. Hence, {E} are jointly sufficient for 0.
Remark: The assumption of the existence of a one-dimensional
sufficient statistic for any sample size implies the existence of a
sufficient statistic S, for 0, pertaining to the global data G. Since
the function f ( G I {E}) is independent of 0, given {E, i =
1, 2 , . . . , n } , an equivalent data set {Zr,}, epuivalent to G, and
hence an equivalent global sufficient statistic S can be obtained. S
is in general not same as S, for any given global data G,-but the
distributions of S and S are equal a.e. Though an equivalent S can be
obtained from the {E}, it would be nice if S itself can be obtained
from the {E}. As shown by the next lemma, with an additional
restriction on the nature of factorization admitted by f ( z I O), there
exists a function q(.) such that S equals q(Y1, Yz, . . . ,Yn).
Lemma 2: Let f ( z I 0) be factorizable as

f(z 10) = g(z; O ) h ( z ) m ( O )
such that h ( z )

>

Example 1: The distribution
of Z,,
belongs to an
exponential family [l]. In this case, f ( z
I 0) =
a ( O ) b ( z )exp (c(O)d(z)); g(z; 0) = exp (c(O)d(z)). Clearly
g(.) satisfies (3). A local sufficient statistic Y, is of the form
d(Z,,) and a global sufficient statistic S is
E.
Example 2: Consider Z,, to be i.i.d. uniform on (0,0).
g(z; 0) = I ( O , ~ ) (+Z()a;, ZZ) = max(z1, 22); k(z1, zz) =
I(O,max{l,,zz})(min{zi, 2 2 ) ) . E = max{Z,,, a l l j } and S =
max {E, all i}.
Example 3: Consider the density of the type [5]:

E,

E,

where a ( @ )and b ( 0 ) are monotonic functions in the opposite senses.
For example, if a ( @ )is monotone decreasing and b ( 0 ) is monotone
increasing, then a sufficient statistic, for all samples of sizes 2 2 is
given by

where ql) and Z ( N ) are the minimum and the maximum order
statistics of the data { z ; , i = 1, 2 , . .. , N}, and a;'((.) and b l l (cy)
are the smallest roots of a(.) = a and b ( z ) = cy, respectively.
In this case a nontrivial sufficient statistic exists only for a sample
size of greater than or equal to 2. The density of (6) does not satisfy
the condition (3) of Lemma 2. However, a basic density formed with
a sample size of 2 or greater satisfies (2) and (3). For example,

(2)

0,

g(z1; 0)g(zz; 0) = g($(z1,

22);

O)k(z1,

22).

(3)

Then there exist local sufficient statistics {E, i = 1, 2 , . . . ,n }
and a function q ( - ) such that a global sufficient statistic S equals
q(Y1, Y2,***,Yn).
Proofi First let us observe the type of factorization. The same
g ( . ) function appears on both sides of

(3). Using (2) and (3), it is

observed that

Hence, a one-dimensional sufficient statistic $(z1, z 2 ) is obtained
from z1 and 22. Notice that $ must be a symmetric function of its
variables. Similarly, consider

Application of (3) yields a sufficient statistic pertaining to
(21, 2 2 , 23) as $($(ZI, a ) ,a ) .By induction to any sample size,
we observe that there exists a local sufficient statistic E, as a
function of {Zr,, j = 1, 2,. . .,n l } , for every i, and that there
exists a function q(.) such that a global sufficient statistic S equals
q(Y1, E , . * . , Y " ) .
0
Remark 1: Several standard distributions satisfy the factorization
condition of lemma 2.

where tz is the sufficient statistic given in (7) (with N = 2), satisfies
(2) and (3). In this case,

S = max

{x,all i},

where Y; are the local sufficient statistics.

Remark2: Lemmas 1 and 2 can be extended to the case of
multidimensional sufficient statistics.
Remark 3: Let us consider the Theorem 1 of [6]. In our notation,
given 0, Z,'s are independent Gaussian with mean 0 and variance
a;. The variances are assumed known. Although Lemma 2 is in
general stated for i.i.d. distributions, it happens to hold for the case
of independent but nonidentical Gaussian with mean as the parameter
(with a slight modification, g(z2/(a1); 0) replacing g(z,; 0)in (2)).
A sufficient statistic is S = ET=,Zt/(aB)and this equals the sum
of local sufficient statistics. In [6], the authors consider the problem
of whether the global minimum mean-square-error (mmse) estimate
is obtainable as a function of local mmse estimates. In this regard,
it is worth observing the following. Both the local mmse estimate
and local sufficient statistic are real numbers. Therefore, from the
communication constraint viewpoint of distributed estimation, there
is no difference between transmitting an estimate and a sufficient
statistic from a local site. When lemma 2 is satisfied, one can obtain
a global sufficient statistic from the local sufficient statistics and hence
obtain a global mmse estimate. In general, a Bayes' estimator is a
function of a sufficient statistic, but the function need not be one
to one. Under the conditions of Theorem 1 of [6], the authors have
shown that the conditional mean estimate E(O I all Z,) is a one
to one function of S and hence, the estimate itself is sufficient.
Since a Bayes' estimator is not always a sufficient statistic, it is
preferable to "fuse" local sufficient statistics to obtain first a global
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sufficient statistic, when Lemma 2 is satisfied. When no sufficient
statistic exists, one has no choice but to obtain local estimates and
then fuse them in a best possible way.

IV. CONCLUSION
It is shown that a global sufficient statistic is obtainable as a
function of local sufficient statistics, when a sufficiency condition
is satisfied by the probability distribution of a random sample.
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